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Forward
Thank you for purchasing our flagship 3D Printer, The Beast v2. The Beast V2 is the
Culmination of over 3 Years R&D and endless customer feedback. Having built so many
version 1 units ourselves, we quickly became aware of ways we could improve the V2
design to make it easier for those who are constructing the printer while improving the
function and reliability of the end product.
Building a 3D printer can be a daunting task. This build manual is written for those who have never built
a 3D printer before. The only
assumed knowledge is that you
know how to use the tools and
fixings such as screw drivers, pliers, nuts and bolts
to achieve the pictured outcomes. We will try to keep
the textual explanations to
a minimum with a focus on
providing clear, easy to understand graphics and photography.

Most 3D Printers are generic in the way they work, the parts they use and software they work
with. The Beast V2 is no exception. This is great, because it means should a problem arise
with this printer, chances are support, upgrades and parts can be used from another make /
model.
The 3D Printing process starts with the design creation of a part in CAD, solid modeling
software. An STL (solid model) file is then exported from the Solid Modeling Software and
imported into a Slicer.
Slicing software is where most of the printing parameters are set. Examples of Slicing
software are Slic3r (free), Cura (Free) and Simplify3D (paid) to name a few. A GCode file is
exported from the slicing software and printed via USB from a connected PC or copied to an
SD Card for printing.
When the printer is turned on, the Touch Sensor starts a self test, moving up and down to ensure no obstructions exist under the nozzle. If an error occurs, a light will flash on the touch
sensor indicating a problem. In this case, the obstruction (sometime the bed itself) needs to
be moved away from the probe. Once the probe is clear, the printer needs to be switched
off, then on again to clear the error. If the self test is successful, a solid light on the touch
sensor indicates you are ready to print.
Via USB or SD card, the GCode file is selected to start the print.
After heating the hotend, the printer first needs to figure out where in 3D space it is. It first
homes the X and Y axis to the front left of the machine, then homes the Z axis to the bed.
The point at which it stops is considered “home” or X0, Y0, Z0.

Along the way, we’ll attempt
to explain why certain things
have been done the way they
have as some concepts may
seem confusing at first without this context.

Next the printer moves to the position in the bed with which it is to start printing.
As the X and Y axis move, filament is pulled off the roll by the extruder, through the bowden
tube and down into the hotend where it melts and is set down onto the bed to create the
first layer. After the first layer is complete, the Z axis moves the pre defined amount (usually
between 0.1 and 0.3mm and the process repeats. At some stage, (defined in your slicer settings) the “Part Blower Fan” starts up to cool each layer as it is printed.

If you’re having trouble with
any part of the build process,
feel free to contact us via
email at admin@cultivate3d.
com. When sending a support
email, please ensure you include
all the details required to help us assist you. If the printer is making an unexpected
noise, describe it to us. If something isn’t fitting, please take a photo. The more descriptive your support requests are, the better we are able to help you.
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How this (and most) 3D
Printers work.
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Once the print is complete, the Hotend turns off and the printer remains idle.
At any stage, if the user detects a problem, the printer can be switched off, immediately stopping the printer and causing the hotend to cool.
The printer has error detection to improve safely and detects when a hotend is not heating
correctly. When this occurs, the word DEC or DEF will appear on your LCD panel in the top
right. Printing will not continue until the error has been reset (by resetting the printer) and
the cause rectified.
Despite this, it is recommended the printer not be left unattended and regular maintenance
be undertaken to improve the safety of your printer - see our maintenance checklist for more
information.
COPYRIGHT © 2018 CULTIVATE 3D
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3D Printing Workflow
Solid Modeling (CAD) Software

Slicing Software (Slicer)

Tools / Parts Required
• Hex Socket driver set to suit M3 and M5 Socket
•
•
•

SD Card

OR
Host Software (Print Via USB
From Computer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Screws
Small and Medium Phillips and Flat head screw
driver
Scalpel or craft knife
Electric Drill with 3mm and 5mm drill bits, Phillips
and Hex driver-bits
Small and Large Long Nose Pliers
Wrench and Socket set to suit M3 and M5 nuts
Small Side Cutters
Soldering Iron (Optional)
Cigarette Lighter
Set Square
Set of Allen Keys
Soldering Iron / Solder
Hot Glue Gun
Lighter
Required Hardware
Airbrush Needles (For clearing blocked hotends)
Large Roll of Kapton Tape (Best Bed Surface for
Printing PETG or Blue Painters Tape for PLA)
IEC C19 Cable (For your Heated Bed) (110V 15A,
240V 10A).
10A IEC C13 Cable (For your Power Supply)
Filament to Print with : Recommended PLA or
PETG 1.75mm
PTFE Grease

Space to work

Ensure you have enough space to complete the Build. “The Beast” is a very large
printer. We estimate you will need at least 2 cubic meters to build and store your
printer. Given the size of the Printer, a small step ladder or platform may be beneficial.
You may also need extra space to be able to remove and clean your print bed or to
change filament.
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How To Use
This Manual

Acrylic Parts Reference

(not to scale)

This manual is intended to be used a visual reference. Many of
the concepts herein are difficult to explain without images. Pay
particular attention to “notes” depicted by the symbol above.
These notes should not be ignored as they are critical to the
construction and or function of the final product.

REPEAT

!
!
!
!

Look for part names and important information in BOLD.
All references to “Captive Nuts” will be documented, but not
instructed. These nuts MUST be pressed into their respective
holes with pliers. You may need to clean printing artefacts from
these holes in order to press the nut into it’s captive space.
Some printed parts may need to be “Finished” before use. This
may involve cleaning printed artefacts from the part or drilling
out holes to size prior to use in your printer.
All “T-Slot” Nuts should be installed with the threaded protrusion
side facing inwards or towards the Aluminium extrusion unless
otherwise specified.
Look for the repeat icon as shown to the left. This indicates
that the section of instructions needs to be repeated a number
of times to construct multiples of a particular part.

Multimaterial Only
Synchronous Only
Single Hotend Only Take note, some sections of this manual are specific to certain
Direct Drive Only configurations of The Beast V2. Do not complete steps in sections which are intended for a different configuration to the one
you have purchased unless advised otherwise.

Build Time
Building a 3D Printer is simple, as long as you have time, patience and the ability to learn.
Although this build can be completed in less than 48 hours, we recommend first timers
give themselves plenty more time to complete their first build. It is far better to take your
time with the knowledge everything is done right, than to rush the job and regret the
painful prospect of having to partially disassemble the printer to fix something you missed.
More complex configurations such as 4x Synchronous will take longer to assemble.

1x EE Front
2x Y Transfer
Idler

1x Enclosure Top

1x EE Top

1x Y Motor Mount

2 x Door
mount

* Front Single / Sync Hotend
Shroud

1x Enclosure Left

2x X Motor Mount

1x PSU
Mount

1x EE Side

1x Enclosure Right
2x Front Bed
Mount

1x Door Left /
Right

1x Rear Bed
Mount

2x
Endstop
Mount

2x Lead
Screw
Mount

2x
Carriage
mount

1x LCD
Mount

* Multimaterial Hotend Shroud

2x Front Rod
Guide

2x Rear Rod
1x Rear Enclosure Guide

1x EE Base

2x X Idler

2x
Carriage
Brace

2x Y Idler
* Quantity of items may vary depending on product option purchased
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Printed Parts Reference
(not to scale)

3x 12mm Rod Brace

* 1x Multimaterial Hotend
Mount

* 4x Multi Material Fan Shroud

* 4x Height Adjustment Stop

* 1x BL-Touch Mount

* 4x Single Hotend Fan Shroud

* 4x Single Hotend Mount

* Sync Gantry Mount Block

Basic Frame
Identify the holes in each 1060mm vertical extrusion. The holes should
face inwards towards the center of the printer at the front and back
and be aligned so the holes are on the top most half of the printer.
Slide Each of the 4x 3D Corner Brackets into the Vertical 1060mm 3030 extrusions, then slide each horizontal 685mm extrusion into place as shown, then
secure in place with included grub screws.

Hole Direction

Hole Direction

* Small Sync Gantry Mount
Block

Insert the top L Internal Brackets to the front and rear vertical extrusions and
temporarily secure with grub screws about half way down the extrusion. The
position of these will change later on.
PAGE 10
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Y Transfer Idlers and Rod
Slide 2x M3 T-Slot Nuts into each channel of the Makerslide extrusions as shown and
secure through the 2 front 3030 vertical extrusions with 2x M3 25mm screws. Repeat
for the back vertical extrusions to secure the makerslide as shown.

Install both Y Transfer Idlers as shown with M3 10mm screws and Twist In T-Slot
Nuts. Each Y Idler should then have an F608ZZ Bearing inserted with the flange on
the outer side.
Insert the 8mm Y Transfer Rod through the Y
Transfer Idlers as shown, fixing a GT2 Pulley
to each side of the left hand Side Y Transfer
Idler as shown. Additionally fit a GT2 Pulley
to the inside of the RIGHT Y Transfer Idler

Slightly bend out the rear 2 vertical 3030 extrusions to allow room to slide the rear
top 3030 horizontal extrusion into place. Loosen the grub screws as necessary and
re-tighten to secure the 3030 extrusion in place approximately.

PAGE 12
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Y Motor & Mount

Front Cross Member
Install the front cross member and secure with Internal L Brackets as shown.

Use M3 10mm screws to secure a Nema 17 Motor to the Y Motor Mount as shown.
Secure the Y Motor Mount to the rear left Vertical 3030 extrusion in position as shown
with M5 10mm Screws and Twist In T-Slot Nuts. Attach a GT2 Pulley to the motor
shaft as shown, ensuring the belt track of motors GT2 lines up with the Belt track of
the Y Transfer GT2 and secure in place with small grub screw(s).

Install the Short GT2 Belt between the Y
Motor and the Y Transfer Rod as shown. Ensure the belt is in line.
Loosen the M5 Screws holding the Y Motor
Mount. Apply light downward pressure on
assembly to tighten belt, then fix securely
by re-tightening M5 screws.

Y Front Idlers
Assemble the Front Left and Right Y Idlers with an M5 25mm Screw, Front Y Idler
Mount, M5 Washer, 2 x F605ZZ (installed small face to small face) and M5 Nylock Nut
as shown, then fix to the outside of both makerslide extrusions with 2x m3 10mm
screws and Twist in T-Slot nuts.

PAGE 14
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Y Endstop

Delrin Wheels

Move the Y Endstop Bracket (shown below) into position on the front left Y Makerslide Rail
and fix with an M5 10mm screw and Flat M5 T-Slot nut. You will need to adjust its position
later to limit the movement of the Hotend Carriage and prevent it from colliding with the front
left Rod Guide.

REPEAT

Assemble 16x Delrin wheels as pictured. Each Delrin wheel assembly should consist
of 1x Delrin wheel, 2x RS625 Bearings with 1x Shim in the middle.

Shim

M3 10mm Screw /
Twist In T-Slot Nut

Y Carrier Left and Right

REPEAT x2

Assemble the left and right X carriers as shown with an M5 25mm Screw, up to 3x
washers together and nylock nut. Do not over-tighten, ensure wheels roll smoothly.

Additional Washers
may be used here to ensure wheels line up exactly with rails when both
sides are installed.
PAGE 16
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Y Carriage
Assemble and attach the X Motor Bracket and X Idler bracket to the rear of a 620mm
Makerslide Extrusion. Use M5 10mm screws with Flat T-Slot nuts to secure the 6mm
Laser Cut components to the makerslide. Ensure the Rail is on the opposite side to the
motor.
Attach the X Motor to the bracket as pictured with M3 10mm Screws and secure a GT2
Pulley to the motor shaft as pictured. Use a M5 25mm screw, washer and Nylock nut
to complete the X Idler.
Move the X Endstop Bracket (shown below) into position and fix with an M5 10mm screw
and Flat M5 T-Slot nut. You will need to adjust its position later to limit the movement of
the Hotend Carriage and prevent it from colliding with the front left Rod Guide

View from Rear

Z Belt Idler
Assemble the Z Belt Idler as shown with an M5 50mm screw, Idler Plate, 25mm Spacer, 2x F605ZZ Bearings installed (small) face to face and an M5 Nylock nut. Fix the
Z Belt Idler Assembly to the Front Right Lower 3030 extrusion with 2 x M5 10mm
screws and Twist In T-Slot Nuts.

View from Front

X Endstop
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Attach the front and rear 620mm X Makerslide extrusions between the left and right
Y Carriers with 4x M5 10mm screws into the tapped holes in the makerslide as shown.
Ensure the rails on both extrusions are on the outer side of the assembly.

Drop the X Carriage into position along the Y Rails as shown. The carriage wheels
should make good contact with the Y Rails. If they do not, use washers to pack out
the wheels until good contact is made.
Insert additional washers here

PAGE 20
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Finalize the assembly by constructing the lower 2 Eccentric Delrin wheels on both
the left and right Y carrier. M5 50mm Screws are used, with Washer, Eccentric Nut,
followed by another washer, Delrin wheel, Nylock Nut and GT2 Pulley. If additional
washers were required from previous step, ensure the same number are used for the
bottom wheels. Repeat for the other Y Carrier.

The complete Y Carriage should roll smoothly without locking. All Delrin wheels should
make good contact with the Y Rails. If they do not, rotate the Eccentric nut until good
rolling contact is made.

COPYRIGHT © 2018 CULTIVATE 3D
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Front Hotend Carriage Carrier
The Front Hotend Carriage Carrier is identical to the rear except it has 2 x belt attachment points made of 1x M5 50mm Screw, 25mm Nylon Spacer and T Slot Nut on
the left and 1x M5 50mm Screw, 25mm Nylon Spacer and Nylock Nut on the Right.
Secure this screw though to a Flat T-Slot
Nut

Main Hotend Carriage
This configuration is the simplest available and results in the largest available bed
space to print on as the carriage occupies less physical space than other configurations. The Single Hotend Carriage is also the base carriage to which other configurations are fitted.

M5 10mm Screw
with Flat T-Slot
Nut

Rear Hotend Carriage Carrier
Assemble the Rear Hotend Carriage Carrier as shown. The upper 2 rear screws are
M5 25mm, the lower 2 screws are M5 35mm. Ensure washers are used to prevent
the bearings from touching the Acrylic part. M5 Nylock nuts should be used to ensure
the component does not come loose. The Acrylic part should be fixed to a 125mm
2020 extrusion with 2 x M5 10mm Screws and Flat T-Slot Nuts. We recommend the
lower 2 Wheel / Eccentric Nut Assemblies be left loose enough to allow the carrier to
be fitted to the X Rail, and tightened once in place.

PAGE 22
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Both Carriers should be installed facing each other along opposing sides of the Y Carriage makerslide as pictured. Again, Eccentric nuts should be tightened only enough
to ensure the wheels make good contact with the rails WITHOUT ANY SLOP. Ensure
the Eccentric nuts are not too tight that the wheels bind.
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Connect the two Carrier sides with the slotted 2020 extrusion. Use M5 25mm Screws
with washers though to M5 Flat T-Slot nuts to secure as shown to complete the basic
Hotend Carriage.

Single / Sync Hotend Assembly
! Single Hotend / Repeat up to 4x for Synchronous

Begin by inserting 3x Phillips M3 8mm Screws into positions shown on the Fan
Shroud. Tighten all the way, then unscrew each 2.5 turns.
Slotted Extrusion
Push the assembled E3D V6 into the neck of the Hotend Mount as shown, secure with
M3 25mm screw and captive M3 Nylock nut. Fix, the Touch Sensor to the Sensor Holder with M3 10mm screws and 2x M3 Nylock nuts, then the touch holder to the front of
the E3D Fan with included fan mounting screws. Note : The 2 screws of the 3D Touch
Holder will only bed into the fan and not through to the Fan Shroud.

Single Hotend Mount
! Single Hotend Only
Prior to completing these steps,
please ensure you have assembled your E3D V6 according
to the E3D-Online Wiki here :
ht tps://wik i.e3d- online.com/
E3D-v6_Documentation

PAGE 24
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! Single Hotend / Repeat up to 4x for Synchronous (See P28)
Attach the Blower Fan and Shroud to the Hotend Mount using M3 25mm
Self Tapping Screws as shown. Insert an M5 16mm Screw into the
front hole of the Hotend Mount and loosely secure an M5 T-Slot Nut to
the back. This will be your “Vertical Tension adjustment screw”.
Inset an M5 35mm screw through the top of a Height Adjustment Stop
through a tensioning spring, into the Hotend Mount and screw into a captive
M5 Nut. This will be your “Independent Vertical Adjustment Screw”
and is used to adjust the Z height of each hotend independently very useful in Synchronous setups.

! Single Hotend / Repeat up to 4x for Synchronous (*Attach each to Sync Gantry)
Slide the Full Hotend Mount Assembly down on to the front 2020 Extrusion
as shown, ensuring the T-Slot nut of the Height Adjustment Stop AND
the T-Slot nut of the Vertical Adjustment Screw sit neatly inside the 2020
channel. Secure the Height Adjustment Stop firmly to the extrusion approximately 25mm from the top with the M5 12mm Screw.
Tighten firmly to secure the Height
Adjustment Stop in position

Independent Vertical Adjustment Screw

Tighten enough to put
medium tension on
spring, allowing Hotend
Mount to move in both
directions
Tighten only enough to
prevent slop

M5 12mm Screw

Vertical Tension Adjustment
Screw

It is very important that care be taken to get this part right. The point of this assembly is
to allow for fine tuning of the height of one (or more) hotends. The Independent Vertical
Adjustment Screw (VAS) is used to raise and lower the hotend by small amounts. The
spring keeps tension on the assembly and allows the Hotend mount to move downward
when the VAS is turned counter clockwise. If the spring has no tension, the assembly will
not work as designed. Further if the Tension Adjustment Screw (TAS) is too tight or too
loose, the mechanism either wont move or will have slop (The hotend may be able to move
independent of the carriage assembly - very bad for print quality). Adjust all screws to
achieve a smooth moving, slop free assembly.
PAGE 26
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Multi Material Hotend
Assemble the Multimaterial hotend Mount as pictured, following the same basic principals
as documented for the Single Hotend Mount (on the previous page) with the following
exceptions : The Hotend is fixed to the Hotend Mount with 1x M3 25mm screws (pictured
below far side) and 1x M3 30mm screw (pictured below near side). The Touch Sensor is
now mounted directly to the Fan Shroud as pictured with M3 10mm Screws and Nylock
Nuts. A 25mm Phillips Head Screw is used to fix the top of Hole of the Fan Shroud to the
Hotend Mount, the Lower hole of the Fan simply sits on top of the M3 30mm Screw which
holds the Hotend to the Hotend Mount. The Height Adjustment stop is assembled in exactly the same manner as the Single Hotend Mount on the previous page.

As with the Single Hotend Mount, the entire Assembly is mounted to the Front Hotend Carrier Vertical 2020 extrusion. Again, care should be take to ensure the Height Adjustment
stop works as designed. (See information on Page 23).
Insert small Phillips Self Tapping Screws to each mounting hole of the Fan shroud as pictured to facilitate the attachment of the Hotend Shroud later on.

M3 25mm Screw
M3 30mm Screw

M3 Nylock Nuts

PAGE 28
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Gantry Configurations

3x Synchronous (Tri)
Pros
• Up to 3 identical
objects at the same
time
• Hotend 2/3 can be
easily removed for
single hotend (Max
bed size) or multimaterial printing
• Relatively easy to
wire

Running the Printer in Synchronous configuration is a great way to speed up the printing of
Repetitively printed parts. Each configuration has its own set of pros and cons (Highlighted
Below) which should be considered prior to making a choice as to which configuration is
best for you. Note: You will only be supplied with the parts required to complete your
chosen configuration. Other configurations are possible. For details or spare parts, please
contact Cultivate3D.
Single Hotend OR Multi Extrusion
Pros
Cons
• Allows for largest
• No Sync Printing
Prints
• Easy to assemble
• Full distortion mapping
• Less Hotends = Less
Maintenance
• Fastest Possible Single Print Speed
• Can be either Multimaterial or Single
Hotend

3x Synchronous (Inline)
Pros
• Up to 3 identical
objects at the same
time
• Relatively easy to
wire
• Full Bed Available on
Y Axis

Pros
• Up to 4 identical
objects at the same
time
Cons
• 4 x square build
• Bed size can be
areas
compromised
• More hotends,
more maintenance than Tri,
Dual or Single
4x Synchronous (Inline)
• Limited distortion
mapping
Pros
• Most Difficult to
• Up to 4 identical
wire
objects at the same
time
• Full bed space available on Y Axis

Pros
Cons
• Allows for large
• Max print XY Size
prints
halved
• Up to 2 identical
• More maintenance
objects at the same
than single hotend
time
• Can be Multimaterial
or Single Hotends
• Second hotend can
be easily removed to
free space
• Flexible
• Easy to wire
• Bed
• Limited distortion
mapping
COPYRIGHT © 2018 CULTIVATE 3D

Cons
• Bed size can be
compromised
• More hotends,
more maintenance than Dual
or Single
• Limited distortion
mapping

4x Synchronous (Quad)

Dual Hotend AND / OR Multi Extrusion

PAGE 30

Cons
• Bed size can be
compromised
• More hotends,
more maintenance than Dual
or Single
• Limited distortion
mapping
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! Synchronous Only (Repeat Front and Back if required)

! Synchronous Only

Synchronous Gantry Assembly
Given the number of Synchronous Gantry configurations, it is impossible for each to be
documented. In this section, we will cover the methods of assembling the Synchronous
Gantry and the parts required. Each Gantry will attach to either the front or back (or both)
vertical 2020 Carrier sides.

Attach the Sync Gantry Mount Block (printed part) to the front or rear 2020 vertical carriage extrusion as shown. Use an M5 25mm screw with washer through the center
hole of the gantry into an M5 T-Slot nut in the front channel of the carriers’ vertical 2020
extrusion. We recommend fixing the gantry’s vertical position with the lower edge of the
Sync Gantry Mount Block approximately 20mm from the lower edge of the vertical 2020
extrusion as shown.

If you purchased a Synchronous printing package, you will be supplied with 2x Quad Cross
Members for your gantries as pictured below. The Quad cross-member has 3 drilled holes
and the in-line has 5 drilled holes as pictured. Other cross members are available if you
wish to take advantage of In-line Sync Printing as pictured on the previous page. Please
contact our customer support for more information.

PAGE 32
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Hotend Shroud
Each hotend type comes with it’s own shroud. Hotend shrouds will be provided for the
front facing hotend(s) only. Hotend shrouds are fitted to the Fan Shroud printed parts
via Phillips screws (installed earlier) as pictured below. An aesthetic feature, the hotend
shrouds should be left off until each hotend has been confirmed working.

For “Single Sync / Hotend Assembly” (Page 23), attach all hotends to the gantries as
pictured (For 4x Sync). For 3x Sync (Tri), one hotend should be attached to the main
front 2020 vertical extrusion, and 2 to the rear left and right gantry as pictured below.

Take note: Only the primary hotend is fitted with a Touch Sensor. This
applies to all Synchronous configurations. For reference, the front most
hotend to the left will be the primary hotend (Hotend 1).
PAGE 34
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Multimaterial Hotend Shroud
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Attach Y Belts
Wrap both Y Belts around each of the GT2 Pulleys at the back of the printer then run
around the Y Idlers at the front with each open end being wrapped around the GT2 Pulleys on the lower axles of the Y carriage. Belts should be pulled tight and fixed in place
with Zip ties as shown below. Repeat for both left and right sides. Belt should be taught
with no slack, but not over tightened.

Z System
For users of Multimaterial configurations, from here on, for simplicity of documentation the assembly will be pictured and documented showing the Single
Hotend configuration. Other than wiring, the only difference between the
Sync configuration and the Single / Multi Configuration will be the type of
gantry fixed. Where differences are relevant to the various configurations,
notices such as this will help identify changes.

Bed Mounts
For each Bed Mount, Fix an LM12UU Flanged Linear bearing with 4x M4 16mm Screws
and Nylock Nuts as pictured.

Tighten and Fix Belts
with Zip Ties here

Attach X Belts
The X Belt should be wrapped around the GT2 Pulley on the motor shaft, returned around
the opposite X Idler , tightened and attached to each of the 25mm spaces on the X Carriage as shown. Again Belt should be taught, with no slack. Not overtightened as it will
increase load on the X motor. See picture.
Tighten and Fix Belts
with Zip Ties here
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12mm Rod and Rod Holders

Front Rod Guides
Attached each Rod Guide to the Front left and right Vertical 3030 extrusions as shown
with 3030 corner brackets. The top surface of each rod guide should be approximately
250mm from the top surface of the 3030 extrusion.

Attach a 12mm Rod Holder to the lower horizontal 3030 extrusion as pictured using M5
10mm Screw and T-Slot Nut. Position each rod as shown using the Rod Alignment Tool.

Due to small inconsistencies with the manufacturing process, you may need to apply a
small amount of hot glue to the inside of the top 12mm rod guide rod guides to ensure
there is no slop allowing the 12mm rod to move inside the hole.

250mm

Apply a small amount
of hot glue here

Rod Alignment Tool

M5 16mm
+ Nylock nut
M5 10mm
+ T-Slot Nut
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Front Lead Screws
Assemble the front left and right lead screw holders into the Nema 17 Bracket as shown.
The Z Idler Brace fits to the underside of the Nema17 bracket using 4x M3 12mm screws
and Nylock Nuts an F6900 Flanged Bearing is then dropped into the hole in the Z Idler
Brace. The Nema17 Bracket fits hard against the right edge of the 12mm rod holder
and is attached to the 3030 extrusion with M3 10mm Screws (with washers) and Twist
In T-Slot Nuts. A 10mm bore GT2 Pulley is fixed to the bottom of each lead screw with
included grub screws.

M3 10mm screws
(with Large Washer)

Temporarily unscrew the top rod holders to slide the Front Bed Holders onto the 12mm
Rods as shown, rotate the TR10 Brass Nut to the underside of each bed holder before
fixing the Bed Holder assembly to the TR10 Brass Nut with 1x M3 25mm Screw and Nut.
This Screw and Nut will be used to fine tune the bed leveling upon bed calibration. By loosening the M3 screw / nut and rotating the brass, nut, the
height of each “Tower” can be adjusted to flatten the bed.
M3 25mm Screw and Nut

GT2 Pulley (Size may vary)

Nema 17 Bracket
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Rear Rod Guide

Secure the Short 3030 Motor Brace Extrusion to the Lower Rear Horizontal 3030 Extrusion with 2x M3 25mm Screws and M3 T-Slot Nuts.
Secure the Nema 17 Bracket to Both these extrusions with 4x M3 10mm Screws with
Large Washers, into M3 Twist In T-slot Nuts as shown with the lower 2x M3 10mm
screws fixing to the Lower Rear Horizontal 3030 Extrusion and the top 2x M3 10mm
screws fixing to the Short 3030 Motor Brace Extrusion.

Assemble the Rear Rod Guide as pictured with
2x M5 10mm Screws with T-Slot Nuts

Attach the Nema 17 Motor to the Nema 17 Bracket with 4x M3 10mm Screws and
Washers.
Fix a 10mm bore GT2 Pulley to the shaft of the nema 17 Motor with included grub
screws.
Insert the Rear Lead Screw and 12mm Rod through the Rear Bed Holder and TR10
Brass Nut / 12mm Rod Holder.
Finally, attach the 5-10mm coupling to the Lead Screw and motor shaft.

Z Motor and Lead Screw

T-Slot Nuts
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It is important that the GT2 Pulleys of all 3 Lead Screw Towers be
aligned horizontally to ensure smooth belt operation. If need be,
loosen the grub screws on each to align properly and fix firmly in
place.

Power Supply Unit (PSU)
Position the PSU mount as shown and secure loosely with 2x M5 10mm Screws and T-Slot
Nuts (one on the lower left corner of the PSU mount, the other on the upper right).
Attach the PSU to the PSU Mount using up to 4x DIN985 Screws as pictured.
Ensure the PSU you have is correct for your countries voltage before connecting
to a 110v/240v power socket.
The type of PSU may be slightly different from the one pictured. Depending on
the type, you’re PSU may have fewer than 4x screw holes available to attach to
the PSU mount.

GT2 32 tooth 10mm bore Pulley
(Supplied size may vary)

Now is a good time to grease all three Lead Screws with PTFE
Grease (Not supplied) to ensure smooth operation. Ensure entire
length of each Lead Screw is well lubricated.
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Electronics Enclosure
Insert 4x M3 16mm screws through the EE Base and secure 4x M3 Nuts to create stand offs
for the Rumba Board.

Attach 2x 40mm Fans to the Fan Mount and secure with M3 20mm Screws and Nuts as pictured. Ensure the sticker on each fan is facing towards the middle of the enclosure indicating the direction of air flow.
Attach the Fan Mount to the EE Base using 1x M3 10mm Screw and captive nut as shown.

Captive Nut

Slide the Rumba Board over the screws to sit on top of the standoff nuts and secure with a
further 4x M3 Nuts as shown

Attach the EE Front and EE Side panels and secure in position with M3 12mm Screw / Captive Nuts in the positions pictured.

Captive Nut
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Secure the Electronics Enclosure to the printer frame using 3x M5 10mm Screws and T-Slot
Nuts as pictured.

Bed Braces
Attach each of the 3 Bed Holders to the Bed Brace 2020 extrusions in a triangle using M5
10mm Screws through to T-Slot nuts as pictured below. Rotate each lead screw to bring
each bed holder roughly into the same horizontal position. (We will fine tune this later).

LCD Mount
Attach the LCD mount to the front lower 3030 extrusion as shown with 2x M5 10mm
Screws and T-Slot Nuts. You will need to re-align this assembly when the front left door is
in place.
Attach the LCD to the LCD Mount with 2x M3 30mm Screws, through the 8mm LCD Spacers to stand off the LCD and secure with M3 Nuts on the rear of the assembly.
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The Heated Bed

Attach the Z Belt

Lift the Front 2 Lead screws out of the F6900 bearings to insert the Z Belt into position.
Likewise, at the rear, loosen the grub screws holding the 5-10mm Coupling to the Z Motor to complete the belt loop between all 3 lead screws. Stretch the belt over the Z Belt
Idler installed earlier, and move the idler outwards to tension the belt. The Belt should be
taught, with no slack, but not so tight that the idler is deflected from vertical.

Before it is installed to the printer, the Heated Bed should be applied to the glass as
close as possible to the center, evenly spaced from each side. Do not install into the
printer yet. After the Heated bed is applied, plug in and heat the bed up to full temperature. This will burn and set the adhesive. When doing so, small bubbles will appear and
the bed may smoke. This is normal. Allow the bed to cool to approximately 80 degrees and
smooth out as many bubbles as possible then repeat the process 2-3 times. Once this process is complete, the bed will no longer smoke, indicating the adhesive has been “burnt in”.
It is normal for a large bubble to be evident under the thermostat, even after this process
as it deforms the silicone Heat Bed somewhat. Smaller bubbles may also be evident. This
will not affect the Heated beds capacity to work as intended.
After applying the self adhesive Heated Bed to the Borosilicate glass and burning in the
adhesive, install the Heat Bed assembly into the printer. Lay the bed in position with the
cables hanging from the middle / back of the printer. The cable should be hung out the
back of the printer, on top of the PSU. When the rear case is installed, a small notch has
been cut to facilitate this cable. Note: The Heated Bed is not fixed into place. The Silicone
from the Heat Bed will provide enough friction to prevent it from moving during printing.

The Print Bed
The Borosilicate Glass bed you have been supplied is special non heat treated, but heat
tolerant glass and is the flattest non machined glass available in this size. Due to the manufacturing process of this type of glass, it is extremely unlikely you will receive a glass bed
which is entirely flat from corner to corner. Tiny waves may be evident across the length
of the bed. If these waves are beyond printing tolerances, we recommend attaching a bed
surface such as Blue Painters Tape, Buildtak or Kapton Tape (recommended to allow for
imperfections in the bed surface.
For your heated bed, you will need to source an IEC C19 Cable to suit your countries power
outlets. For 110-130v Countries, we recommend a 15amp cable. For 220-250V Countries, a
10amp cable will be sufficient.
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Calibrating the Bed
Pull or push on the Belt to move the print bed upwards towards the top of its travel, close
the nozzle

Extruder Panel
Fit the Extruder panel (left) to the Printer frame using M5 10mm Screws and Twist in T-Slot
Nuts in the holes along the Front Bottom and Rear of the panel.

Push the hotend carriage left and right along the bed, if one side of the bed is lower than
the other, loosen the grub screws on its lead screw, rotate the lead screw into position
(within 1/2 a turn) and tighten the grub screw to secure. Loosen the fine tune bed leveling
screw (page 35) to rotate the brass TR10 nut up 1/2 a turn and fine tune the leveling. Repeat this process between the center front of the bed and the rear bed holder. Take your
time to get the bed as planar to the X Y Gantry as possible (note, it may not be possible to
get all corners perfectly planar due to the size of the borosilicate bed).

Fine Tune Bed Levelling Screw
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Bowden Tube / Push-fit
Titan Extruder(s)
Assemble the required number Titan Extruder’s according to the instructions here : https://
wiki.e3d-online.com/Titan_Assembly and fit to the extruder panel with the included long M3
35mm screws as pictured below. It may be necessary to use a washer on each
screw (not pictured) to ensure the screws don’t bottom out on the motor behind resulting in a loose extruder. Ensure the motors are positioned on the inside of the printer and
the extruder’s on the outside with cables protruding downwards. Also ensure the filament
output (metal component) of each extruder is facing upwards.

Cut sufficient lengths of PTFE tube to span between the extruder’s and hotends ensuring
both ends have been cut square and are not squashed. Also ensure the carriage
movement is not limited by the length of the tube, but do not provide any more slack than
is necessary. Insert into the push fit adapter of the extruder, though the corresponding
hole in the extruder panel and as far as possible into the neck of your hotend.
From time to time, the bowden tube may need to be removed from the extruder or hotend.
To do this, push firmly down on the plastic neck of the Push-fit adapter, while jiggling the
tube upwards. Occasionally pliers are required to pull on the tube while th push-fit adapter
is depressed.

Side, Rear Panels and Doors
Attach the rear and side panels to the printer frame using M5 10mm screws through each
of the holes around the outer edges of the panels through to Twist in T-Slot Nuts.
Attach the hinges to the printer frame, over the left and right acrylic strips to the front left
and right vertical 3030 extrusions and secure with Countersunk Black M5 16mm Tapered
Screws and T-Slot Nuts (for the Hinges) and M5 10mm Screws and T-Slot Nuts in the middle
of each strip.
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Fit handles to the front door panels using included handle screws as pictured.
Fit Front door panels to the printer frame with Countersunk Black M5 16mm Tapered
Screws and M5 Nuts.
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Top Door / Spool Holders
Fit the top door to the rear case using M5 10mm Screws with Nuts as pictured.
If required, insert each of the spool holders into position on the Extruder Panel as pictured.
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Filament Out Sensors

Apply Decal

Fit up to 4 Filament out sensors in the positions pictured to the extruder panel each with 2x
M3 20mm screw through to M3 Nuts on the inside of the panel. Feed the wire for each
sensor through the corresponding hole to be wired to the electronics board in the following
steps.

Prepare the decal by firmly rubbing the decal backing to the vinyl decal using a credit card
on a hard surface as shown.
Clean the front door with glass cleaner and position the decal on the printers front right
door approximately 22cm from the top and 8cm from the right, ensuring the decal is square
to the printer.
Use your credit card to firmly smooth the decal to the front door then gently remove the
decal waste. As you do, be careful not tear the lettering.
“Tween” the remaining waste between letters using a sharp knife or blade to pick out the
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Electrical Connections
The Beast V2 uses many off the shelf Electronic components. This is great, because it means that should a part fail for any reason, replacements can be readily sourced both now and into the future. The down side is that the lengths of
cables provided with each individual component and types of connectors are not
directly suitable. To counter this, wires will need to be extended in order to span
the distance required.

Extending Blower Fans
Extending Blower Fan Wires should be performed By connecting the red and black
wires of the Blower Fan to 2 Pin Dupont Female 1m Wire (with Long Pin Headers to
join). Further extend this wire using Fan Extension / Thermistor wires pushing the
large end of the Fan Extension / Thermistor wire directly into the 2 Pin Female Dupont wire. Again, all connections should be shrink wrapped. This will create more
than enough length to run each Blower Fan down to the electronics board.

We have devised a method of extending most wires quickly and securely without
a requirement to solder connections. The extension wires supplied are sufficient
to extend almost all wires used in the assembly process. Some extension wires
have different connectors at each end. Others the same connector at each end.
With the use of shrink wrap and long Dupont pin headers, wires can be extended
safely and securely, in a serviceable manner should parts need to be changed
out later on.

Fan Extension / Thermistor Wire

Some wires requiring extension will have different colors to the extension wires. Generally (not always) you should be able to match at least
the red and black colors with the exception of the Touch sensor servo wires which will be discussed later in this chapter. Further some
components such as heater cartridges and thermistors are non polar,
meaning there is no requirement to match wire colors.

Method for Extending Wires

2 Pin Female Dupont Wire

Cut a suitable length of shrink wrap, long
enough to cover the entire connection place and
over one of the wires. Snap the required number
of pins from the rack of header pins, insert the header pins into both connectors making sure where possible
to match the red and black wires. Heat the shrink wrap with
a lighter to secure the connection.
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Prepare the ATX Power Supply
Some wires such as e3D thermistor cartridges and Blower Fan Extension wires
have locking connectors which do not perfectly fit extension cables. While less
than ideal, it is possible to force the connecting pins of each connector together.
Again cover these connections in shrink wrap to ensure they don’t come loose.

Note, the following steps require electrical common sense. Do not
connect any component to any form of electrical supply while performing the following steps. All connections must be secure, ensuring exposed wires are seated fully into their terminals.
For more information on wiring, please refer to the complete wiring diagram/
map on the last page of this manual.
Your packet of extension wires contains
all necessary wires required to complete
the build. In general ignore any labels on
these wires, what is important is that the
same number pins are used. IE. Three pin extensions are used for 3 Pin wires. Colors need only be
observed with Polar connections where reversing
polarity could have unintended results (we will tell
you when a connection is polar).

Cable Chain

Identify the ATX 4+4 Pin Connector as shown above. Note this connector has
8 wires, 4 yellow and 4 black. (The “yellow” wires may be Brown with a yellow
stripe on some power supplies).

Install the cable chain in the position shown using M3 12mm Screws and T-Slot
Nuts. It may be necessary to remove a number of links to ensure additional
length does not obstruct Carriage movement. Unclip the front of each link, in
preparation for running cables.

Cut and strip 1cm from any 2 yellow
and 2 black wires close to the connector as shown.
Separate both pairs of black and yellow cables (on some PSU’s the colour
may be brown and yellow) and twist
the exposed wires from each pair together forming 1 yellow twisted pair and 1 black twisted pair. This is done to
double the amperage available to the printer control board. Each yellow wire
carries 12v+ and each Black wire is connected
to common earth. The wires will be used to
provide power to the printer control board. Do
not connect them to the control board yet.

M3 Screws with T-Slot
Nuts
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Cut and strip another 1x Yellow and 1x Black
wire from the same connector. These wires
will be used to power the electronics cooling
fans and hotend cooling fan. Connect both
the yellow and black wire to a 2x2 terminal
block as shown.
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Identify Green Cable

Connect Green Cable
Use the remaining 2x2 Terminal block to connect the red wire leading from the Rocker
Switch to the Green wire leading from the PSU. Also connect the black wire from the Rocker Switch to the Black wire leading from the PSU to complete the circuit. Flicking the switch
will cause the green wire to short to ground, causing the PSU to turn on and provide power
to the printer.

Green Wire

To Rocker
Switch
To ATX PSU

Solder Heater Cartridge Wires.
Identify, cut and strip 1cm from the end of the GREEN wire on the ATX 20+4Pin connector.
This wire is a power trigger wire and when shorted to ground will switch the power supply
on.
Cut and strip ANY BLACK WIRE from the same connector. This wire will be used as the
ground wire and will eventually be connected to a rocker switch installed on the front of the
Electronics enclosure.
Trim a 30cm Length of Red and Black wire from your extension wires and strip 2cm from
both ends. Feed a short length of small shrink wrap onto each wire. Wrap one end of the
red to the center pin of the rocker switch as shown and black to the pin on the circle side of
the switch. Complete the connection by heating the heat-shrink over the connectors. See
picture. Feed the wires through the shown hole on the front of the electronics enclosure
and push the switch into place.
Rocker Switch

The Heater Cartridge is the part of the Hotend which provides the heat to melt the filament.
It is a non-polar component, meaning like the thermistor (which detects hotend temperature) it is not important to observe positive and negative wires. Depending on your Hotend choice, you may have been provided with a short locking connector which an be used
to allow easy connection to your heater block extension wires. The use of this connector
is entirely up to you. I personally prefer to simply solder the extension wires to the heater-cartridge cables as regardless of its use, if you change your heater cartridge, you will
need to re-solder the connector anyway. Repeat for each hotend.
Please ensure you are using the 18AWG gauge wires for this extension as the
Heater Cartridge wires require more DC current than any other component.
Insulate wires with Heat-shrink. Heat and Pinch around wire to ensure heatshrink stays in place.

Self soldering heat-shrink ferrules have
been supplied to make soldering thermistor and heater-cartridge cables easier. A
lighter can be used to shrink the cable
and melt the solder once connected. Heat
slowly from a distance to avoid burning the
heat-shrink.
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Extend All Wires
Install LED Light Strip.
The LED Light strip can be installed either on the underside of the X Makerslide extrusions
or to the rear side of the top 3030 horizontal extrusion. The LED strips have a self adhesive backing to make installation easier. Wires need to protrude from the left side of the
printer and may need to be extended depending on the location they are installed. If installing under the X Makerslide, ensure enough slack is available for cables to be run with X
motor and Endstop.

Using 2, 3 and 4 Pin extension wires, header pins and shrink wrap, extend all thermistor,
fan, motor and endstop wires including X and Y Motors and All extruder’s. Where possible, observe wire colors. Label each wire at its end to avoid confusion when connecting to
electronics. Do not worry about additional length. This can be tidied at a later stage with
supplied zip ties.
• Some wires may need to be extended twice depending on the extension length.
• Endstop wire colors may differ to the extension wire. Always observe the red
and black wires at a minimum and label wires as necessary to avoid reversing
polarity.
• The blower fan has a 3 pin connector. Only the Red and Black wires need to be
extended. Use the header pin and Heat-shrink method. See picture below.

Recommended installation
locations of LED Light strip.

Extend 3D Touch Wires
3D Touch has 2 sets of wires. 1 x 3 pin wire (for servo interface) which controls the solenoid inside the 3D touch to extend and retract the probe and 1 x 2 pin wire for the endstop. Most end stops have 3 wires, Signal Ground and Power. In this case, as power is
already delivered via the 3 pin servo wire, the endstop does not require a power pin.
• When extending the 3 wire connector for the 3D touch sensor, you will not
be able to match wire colors. We have deliberately switched the red and black
wires coming from the short 5 wire connector. This means, when extending, the
red wire becomes the black wire and visa versa. This is to make connecting to
the electronics board easier as the pins to which it will eventually connect are in
an inconvenient order (Red, Black, Signal). Eventually when we connect to the
electronics, we need to keep in mind that red is actually black.
• Extend the 2 Wire (endstop) as normal - match red to yellow and black to black.
When connecting to the electronics board, we need to remember that the red
wire will be the signal wire.
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Tie Back Points
Tie back points give you structure along the length of 3030 extrusion with which to tuck
cable (which has been run inside split tube) behind. It consists simply of an M5 Screw of
any suitable length and T-Slot nut inside the 3030 channel. Use as many as are required, in
which ever locations are required to keep the split tube / spiral wrap in place.
We recommend 4-5 points on the front left and rear left vertical extrusions, and perhaps
1-2 points on the lower left horizontal extrusion.

Again, any 3 Pin and 2 Pin extension wire can be used to extend the 3D Touch including
those supplied with the 3D Touch sensor. You will need to connect 2 extensions together in
order to make the distance through the Cable Chain, down to the electronics board .
Note above the 3 pin wire extension - red goes to black and black to red. The blue wire is
PWM signal and can be any color (possibly green).
Label the end of these extended wires “2 pin 3D Touch” and “3 Pin 3D Touch” for connection to the electronics board later.

Extend Filament Out Sensor Wires
The Filament Out Sensor wires each need to be extended approximately 1 Meter. These
wires will then be connected to the 4x CPU Fan Adapter (Essentially a 4 pin, 4 way adapter) which will be connected to the Electronics board later. Connect the extended wires as
shown below and repeat for each Filament out sensor.
Ensure the red wire is connected n the
position shown. The last pin corresponding to the square soldering point should
be empty.
Square soldering point
Empty Pins
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Run Cables Down to Electronics
Enclosure
Common sense must be employed at this phase of the process. The idea is to group wires
which follow the same path down to the electronics enclosure and wrap as necessary in
Spiral wrap, Split Tube or through the Cable chain where required. When runnings cables
take note of the following :
• Ensure all cables are correctly labeled at the extended ends.

Stepper Drivers
Stepper drivers may be different to those shown below and may require installation in a different direction to that shown below. Install up to 6 Steeper drivers in slots as shown. Match the GND and DIR pins shown in the picture to the
corresponding GND and DIR pin holes on the Rumba board. Stepper drivers
should be installed into positions shown. Plugging Stepper drivers in backwards
may kill your Electronics Board.

• Ensure all extensions have been shrink wrapped to ensure they do not separate.
• Check your work as you go, ensuring you do not restrict movement of the hotend(s) or
moving components.
• Ensure slack loops of wires required to achieve free movement cannot catch on moving
parts and tie back with cable ties where required.
• As you are running wires through split tube, tie off sections with Zip ties to prevent the
wires from falling out.
• Use plenty of zip ties.
• Running cables through split tube can be tricky. See our video here to make it easy for
yourself.

Connect 4x CPU Fan Adapter to
Electronics Board

Hotends, 3D Touch, Hotend and
Part Fans run through cable-chain,
then split tube over inside of Makerslide, cable tie to Y motor and
tie back points down to electronics

Connect the 4x CPU Fan Adapter to the Electronics Board as shown below. As this is a 4
Pin connector being connected to a 3 Pin header, the connector will be installed with the
blue wire offset, not connected at the front of the board. This connection will be a tight fit
and cannot be reversed due to the circuit on the CPU Fan Adapter.

X Endstop, X Motor, LED Light
Strip. Over back of makerslide,
inside twist wrap cable tied to X
Makerslide then inside split tube
with slack enough to allow free
movement of carriage

The CPU Fan Adapter has a self adhesive backing and can be stuck anywhere convenient
on the inside of the extruder panel, close the electronics enclosure.

Extruders, Y Endstop and Filament
Sensors, inside split tube / spiral
run behind Y Makerslide down
front left vertical to electronics.
Blue wire not connected.

LCD Panel, through hole at base
of LCD Mount, inside spiral wrap
under Z belt to electronics.
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See Notes and photos
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NOTES :
• Use Pin Headers instead of screw terminals where
both pin header and screw terminal available.
• LED Strip Light can be connected to
2x2 Screw terminal along with Fans
• If PSU Shuts oﬀ randomly, consider 10 Ohm resitstor
on 5v Rail (Any Red Wire Leading from anywhere
on PSU is 5v)
• All Yellow wires leading from anywhere on
PSU are 12v
• For 2/1 Multimaterial, only 1 heaterblock
and thermistor is used, however 2 extruders need
to be connected
• Filament Out Adaptor uses non standard wiring colors
Diagram colors are correct. Yellow wire = V+,
Red Wire = GND, Black Wire = Signal
• Stepper Expansion Board optional with 4x Sync
and supplied standard with Kraken. Not supplied
with other options.
• DO NOT PLUG 240V POWER SUPPLY INTO
110V OUTLET OR VISA VERSA. PSU MAY
HAVE A SWITCH. IF IT DOES, CHECK IT BEFORE
CONNECTING TO MAINS. IF UNSURE ASK.
IF NO SWITCH, ASSUME 240V.

Common Earth

12v Rail

o

Rocker Switch

LED Strip Light (If used)

NOTES :
• Use Pin Headers instead of screw terminals where
both pin header and screw terminal available.
• LED Strip Light can be connected to
2x2 Screw terminal along with Fans
• If PSU Shuts oﬀ randomly, consider 10 Ohm resitstor
on 5v Rail (Any Red Wire Leading from anywhere
on PSU is 5v)
• All Yellow wires leading from anywhere on
PSU are 12v
• For 2/1 Multimaterial, only 1 heaterblock
and thermistor is used, however 2 extruders need
to be connected
• Filament Out Adaptor uses non standard wiring colors
Diagram colors are correct. Yellow wire = V+,
Red Wire = GND, Black Wire = Signal
• Stepper Expansion Board optional with 4x Sync
and supplied standard with Kraken. Not supplied
with other options.
• DO NOT PLUG 240V POWER SUPPLY INTO
110V OUTLET OR VISA VERSA. PSU MAY
HAVE A SWITCH. IF IT DOES, CHECK IT BEFORE
CONNECTING TO MAINS. IF UNSURE ASK.
IF NO SWITCH, ASSUME 240V.

Common Earth

12v Rail

STEPPER DRIVERS MAY DIFFER. CHECK “DIR” and “ GND” PINS BEFORE DECIDING WHICH WAY
THE DRIVER IS PLUGGED IN. FAILURE TO DO SO CAN DESTROY RUMBA BOARD
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Common Earth

(4X SYNC HOTEND CONFIGURATIONS ONLY)

5v Rail

Wiring Diagram
Wiring Diagram
(2/1 MULTIMATERIAL HOTEND CONFIGURATION ONLY)
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Extruder 4
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See Notes and photos
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Extruder 3
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NOTES :
• Use Pin Headers instead of screw terminals where
both pin header and screw terminal available.
• LED Strip Light can be connected to
2x2 Screw terminal along with Fans
• If PSU Shuts oﬀ randomly, consider 10 Ohm resitstor
on 5v Rail (Any Red Wire Leading from anywhere
on PSU is 5v)
• All Yellow wires leading from anywhere on
PSU are 12v
• For 2/1 Multimaterial, only 1 heaterblock
and thermistor is used, however 2 extruders need
to be connected
• Filament Out Adaptor uses non standard wiring colors
Diagram colors are correct. Yellow wire = V+,
Red Wire = GND, Black Wire = Signal
• Stepper Expansion Board optional with 4x Sync
and supplied standard with Kraken. Not supplied
with other options.
• DO NOT PLUG 240V POWER SUPPLY INTO
110V OUTLET OR VISA VERSA. PSU MAY
HAVE A SWITCH. IF IT DOES, CHECK IT BEFORE
CONNECTING TO MAINS. IF UNSURE ASK.
IF NO SWITCH, ASSUME 240V.
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Common Earth
Power Trigger

5v Rail
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Common Earth

(SINGLE HOTEND CONFIGURATION ONLY)

5v Rail

Wiring Diagram
Wiring Diagram
(KRAKEN / WATER COOLED HOTEND CONFIGURATION ONLY)
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Stepper Expander

(Supplied with Selected Models Only)

The Stepper Expander allows the addition of an additional stepper driver for use with 4x Extrusion systems such as the 4x Sync and Kraken configurations. Stepper Expanders come
in 2 different types (pictured). Both types of stepper expanders are connected in the same
manner, however different wires will be required to connect each as one type has female
pins, the other male pins. Each stepper expander should have 7 wires, a stepper motor
and stepper driver connected. Take note of the diagram below for the location of each of
the wires referenced in the wiring diagrams as “EN”, “STP”, “DIR”. Also take note, the blue
stepper expander indicates it requires 5v and 9v. In this case supplying 12v instead of 9v is
fine.
WARNING: When connecting the Stepper Driver, Check the GND and DIR pin on
the stepper driver match the stepper expander. Plugging in backwards will destroy your Rumba and void your warranty. Also double check 5v+ and GND are
not reversed. Reversing polarity will also destroy your Rumba.
Switch all to “on” (pictured off)
Motor

Connect Stepper
Driver here

Motor

Connect Stepper
Driver Here

(EN)GAGE
(STEP)
(DIR)ECTION
5V
GND
9-12V

Firmware Overview
Firmware is the software which is installed on the Electronics board. The name of the firmware used on the Beast V2 is “Repetier”. Repetier is a free, open source system consisting
of Firmware (pre installed), host software (for controlling your printer from a computer) and
network server (for printing remotely across a network).
From time to time, new features are introduced into Repetier firmware which may be beneficial. It is certainly possible to update the Firmware yourself.
Repetier have an Online configuration tool which essentially generates Firmware based on
your selected options. https://www.repetier.com/firmware/v100/ . Our configuration files can
be loaded into this tool to provide a starting point. Once changes to the configuration are
made, the resulting firmware is then downloaded to your computer and extracted to any
location on your computer. It is important the folder structure be maintained when doing
this, specifically the firmware needs to be in a folder called “Repetier” which should automatically be created when the firmware is extracted.
The firmware can then be opened in Arduino IDE, another open source piece of software
which allows you to make more detailed changes to settings not available through the
above mentioned configurator and then uploaded to the Rumba board via a USB cable.
To open the firmware into the Arduino IDE, simply double click the “repetier.ino” file. This
will load a series of files with which changes can be made. Most of the changes will occur
in a file called configuration.h
The configuration.h file can be edited directly via the Arduino IDE (its relatively easy to
figure out) or loaded into the Online configuration tool. One word of caution though. When
loading firmware into the Online configuration tool, some settings previously modified
through the IDE may not transpire. For this reason, it is generally best to use the Online
configuration tool to avoid confusion.

EEPROM
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Think of EEPROM as the Rumba boards internal storage system where many configurable
settings can be changed without the need to upload a full firmware file. EEPROM contains many (not all) of the configurables available through the above mentioned configuration.h file. Changes to the firmware typically do not overwrite EEPROM settings. EEPROM settings always take precedence over settings changed in Firmware.
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Resetting EEPROM
For this reason, when uploading new firmware to your Rumba board, EEPROM should be
reset to avoid confusion. Basically, if you’ve made changes to the firmware which don’t appear to have had effect, chances are you haven’t reset and saved the EEPROM. This can be
achieved by running command M502 to set the EEPROM to the default values as per your
configuration.h file and M500 to save those new settings into EEPROM. The process to do
this will be discussed in more detail n the following chapters.

Using the Repetier Configurator
The Repetier configurator allows users to change various settings elated to the printers operation such as number of Hotends, Number of Extruders, endstops etc. When starting the
configurator, chose the option to “upload old configuration” and select the configuration.h
file contained within our provided firmware templates available here.
If making changes through the above mentioned configurator, we recommend NOT
downloading the full firmware, rather just downloading and replacing the configuration.h file. Doing so will maintain our custom pins.h file and logo.h file, allowing a
much larger range of hotend options to work “out of the box”.
IF you must download the FULL firmware from Repetier configurator, you’ll need to ensure the pins.h and logo.h files are replaced with the one available here. The pins.h file has
all the pin definitions to allow up to 4 hotends / Extruders / Thermistors to work as per
the wiring diagrams we have provided. The logo.h gives you a cool looking “Beast” splash
screen when the printer is first switched on.

If new firmware has been uploaded via Arduino IDE, the EEPROM values will need to be
reset in order for changes to occur. Connect to your printer via Repetier Host, Select the
“Manual Control” tab on the left, then type “M502” into “GCode” text entry field and click
send. M502 will load new configuration values from the firmware into EEPROM. Send M500
using the same method to save the new values to EEPROM. Following this, further changes
to settings can be made via the “Config > Firmware EEPROM Configuration” menu.

Using the LCD Interface
The LCD Panel allows you to control the printing process and make some changes to settings without the need to connect to a computer. In the side of the LCD is an SD card slot.
GCode files copied onto an SD card can be printed directly from the LCD panel.
The encoder knob on the front of the LCD can be rotated to navigate through the various
menu options. Pushing the encoder inwards allows you to select options.
The Home menu shown below displays vital printer information such as the Hotend Temperature (top left). This is also where hotend errors will be displayed such as DEF and DEC.
These error codes will be explained in more detail later.
Rotating the encoder from this menu will take you through various information panels, allowing you to check the status of multiple hotends which can be useful during debugging in
the case of the above mentioned DEF or DEC errors.

Repetier Host
Repetier Host allows you to control your printer from a computer. Repetier Host can be
downloaded from Repetiers website . Aside from allowing you to control your printer, Repetier host allows you to change EEPROM values (config menu > Firmware EEPROM Configuration) and run CLI (command line interface) commands.
Before you can use Repetier host, you’ll first need to configure the connection method
from the config > printer settings menu. The port should be set to Auto and the Baud rate
should be set to 115200. Optionally, you can define the print bed size and type. Doing so
will effect the graphical representation within Repetier Host, but will not effect your print.
Once set up. It’s simply a matter of connecting your printer via a USB cable and clicking the
“connect” button in Repetier Host.
When your printer has been connected, a GCode file can be loaded into Repetier host.
Clicking the “Start” button will then begin the printing process.
Further information regarding the use of Repetier Host is available from Repetiers own website here.
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Saving Settings From LCD
LCD Contrast
Commonly, upon first use, the LCD will appear blank. The LCD Panel features a small white
potentiometer on the bottom left which can be used to adjust the contrast of the LCD
panel. If when using your Printer for the first time, the display appears blank, adjust this
potentiometer to see if the problem is related to the contrast.

Some settings available from the LCD “settings” menu will be reset when the printer is
turned off or reset via the reset button unless the settings are saved first. At the bottom of
the settings menu is an option “Store to EEPROM” which will make changes permanent.

3D Touch Sensor / Setting the
Nozzle Height
The Beast V2 features a 3D Touch sensor, which should have been installed on the primary
(Front Left) hotend. The Touch sensor is a highly accurate measuring device, which tells
the printer how low the bed is along the Z axis relative to the sensor itself. The touch
sensor is also responsible for mapping your bed to ensure good first layer adhesion.

Contrast Potentiometer

Reset Button

When the printer is first turned on, the Touch sensor is will run a clearance check
to ensure there is no obstructions directly below the hotend. This is indicated by
the touch sensor deploying and retracting its probe a number of times. If the bed
or any other object is too close to the bed during this check, the touch sensor will
enter an error state indicated by a flashing red light on the sensor itself. If the
touch sensor goes into an error state, printing cannot begin. Turn the printer off
via the switch. Lower the bed a few inches by dragging the Z Sync Belt by hand
and turn the printer on again. The clearance check will begin again immediately.
Providing no further obstructions are found, the Touch sensors light will stay on
(not blinking), indicating our printer is ready to use.
If you attempt to start a print while the Touch Sensor’s is in error mode (indicated
by a flashing red light) the printer will not home correctly to the bed, rather it will
move in the opposite direction.

Reset Button
The reset button simply resets the printer. Resetting the printer will stop whatever the
printer is currently doing and reset the LCD interface. Using the reset button will have no
effect on saved configuration variables stored in EEPROM, provided those variables have
been saved.

The printer is defaulted to home the nozzle around 2mm from the Print bed. This will need
to be adjusted before printing can occur.
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In Repetier host, connect to your printer via USB cable. Then under the configuration >
firmware EEPROM configuration menu locate the setting “Z Probe Height”. Initially, this setting should be 0. Increase this value by very small increments .1 to .5 at a time and save
changes. Home your printer again. As you increase the Z Probe Height value, your nozzle
will home closer and closer to the bed. Repeat this process until the nozzle is no more than
1mm and no less than .5mm from the bed (we’ll fine tune this later. See chapter “Auto Level Bed / Distortion Mapping” and “Getting the nozzle to the perfect printing height”).
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Choosing the Right Bed
Coating
The Beast V2 features an uncoated Borosilicate Glass Bed. In order to obtain a successful
print, the material with which you are printing will need to stick well to the glass bed. This
can be achieved by coating your bed in a number of ways and or using the heated bed
function, described below.
In general, we recommend the use of PLA filament as it is easy to print with and can be
printed onto a cold bed, with little more than a dusting of hairspray onto a cold bed. PLA
like many materials will obtain better adhesion when printed to a bed which has been coated in Blue Painters Tape (Recommended for PLA) or Kapton Tape (for PETG). Kapton Tape
is available through ebay. Blue Painters tape can be obtained through most hardware outlets.
Other bed coatings can be used such as ABS Slurry (ABS Melted in Acetone, painted onto
the bed - very messy) and “BuildTak”, a propriety stick-on print surface. The bed coating
you use will depend on the material being printed with. Advice can often be found on the
filament manufacturers website.

Filament Choice

Countless printing materials can be found Online. Different materials have different mechanical properties. Almost all of them can be used with The Beast V2, providing the correct combination of build surface and slicer (print) settings are used.
We recommend PLA for most printing needs and PETG when printing parts requiring Environmental stability. PLA he best results for most parts. PETG has some interesting qualities, but doesn’t result in as uniform surface layers as PLA. Both are relatively harmless
and easy to print with.
If printing PETG with the Multimaterial 2/1 Hotend, do not exceed 240deg MAX
and Print with the Top Door Open. Failure to do so will cause the filament to
overheat in the neck of the hotend, requiring Hotend disassembly to fix.
ABS on the other hand has excellent Environmental stability (it wont biodegrade) however
it can be difficult to print with as it has a tendency to warp and lift from the bed. A heated
bed, coated in ABS slurry and enclosed build area helps reduce this.
Some filaments such as Nijaflex (Rubber) can be used, however we recommend upgrading to a direct drive extruder to print with this. Contact us for more information regarding
converting to a Direct Drive Hotend / Extruder setup. Doing so will require additional parts
which can be supplied by us or simply printed (with your Beast V2!).
Note: Similar materials from different manufacturers, even different colors of the same material can require different slicer settings.
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The Heated Bed
Your Beast V2 features an independent Heated Bed. The Heated bed is used to A) improve
adhesion to the print surface and B) increase the ambient temperature of the print environment to prevent certain materials such as ABS from warping and de-laminating during
printing. The Heated Bed has an internal temperature controlled relay which turns the bed
on and off to maintain the selected temperature. Set the bed temperature by rotating the
Potentiometer (knob) on the underside of the bed to the required temperature.
The temperature with which you set the bed, will depend on the material being printed.
The manufacturer of your filament will have recommended values for each filament type.
For example, PLA does not require a heated bed, it sticks well to a variety of bed coatings
including hair spray, glue sticks, Kapton Tape and Blue painters tape. Other materials such
as ABS will only stick to a heated bed, regardless of the bed coating used.
Although not required, you may benefit from the addition of a Variable Voltage Controller to
your Heated Bed. This device restricts the voltage supplied to the heated bed. In doing so, it is possible to control the temperature via voltage, rather than use the Heated
Bed’s inbuilt thermo relay. This prevents the Relay from ever being engaged, meaning the
Bed is effectively always “on” and can improve the wall quality of large thin walled prints.
Without a variable voltage controller, the bed heats and cools in cycles. This heating and
cooling interferes very slightly with the temperature recorded by the Hotend Thermistor
causing visible banding on thin walled objects. When choosing a Variable Voltage Controller, ensure the input voltage matches that used in your country. A 110v/120v version can
be found here.
We’re often asked why we don’t connect the Heated Bed to the Electronics to allow control
of the Bed via the electronics board. We’ve considered all available options, and believe
the solution we have is the safest one that works for the following reasons:
Firstly, Heated Beds of this size and capacity cannot be connected directly to the Electronics. In order to do so, a Solid state relay must be employed. We consider this process
dangerous as manipulation of a High Voltage AC circuit is required. This can be made safer
with proper precautions, such as asking a licensed electrician to wire the relay (and insulate exposed wires and connections). For those who are adventurous, more detail can be
found Online here. Secondly, the ability to turn off the Heated Bed we have supplied can
safely be achieved with an AC Timer or Wifi Switch, without the need to expose yourself
to potentially dangerous AC Voltage. Thirdly, alternate 12V DC Heated Beds of this size
require very expensive DC power Supplies (Over 1000w) in combination with a solid state
relay. Lastly, alternative 12v DC Hated beds struggle to achieve and maintain a hot enough
temperature to print with. An overnight cold snap can reduce the temperature of an already
maxed out Heated Bed and ruin your print.
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GCode / Slicing your 3D Model
Slicing is the process of converting a 3D Solid model file, created with CAD software such
as Sketchup, Inventor or Solidworks (to name a few), into a G-Code file which is then loaded into your 3D Printer for printing via USB or SD Card. G-Code is a standard format used
in most 3D Printers, Laser Cutters and CNC machines.

Auto Level Bed / Distortion Mapping

There is a wide range of Slicing software available. We recommend the use of Simplify 3D
(paid software) for slicing as we have created profiles to get you up and running quickly.
Many other (free) Slicers exist, each with pros and cons. Slic3r is very powerful, has lots of
features, however can be buggy. Cura is another popular choice, has a nice interface and
various third party plugin options to achieve various print effects. Despite its interface, it
can be confusing to use. For a more comprehensive list see this document.

Now is a good time to run the Auto Bed Leveling Routine. This can be achieved via the LCD
menu > Setup Auto Level Bed. The Touch sensor will begin to map the bed in a 5x5 grid.
Once complete, it will automatically save a revised bed plane to EEPROM. During printing,
the Z Motors will activate and make tiny adjustments to reflect imperfections in the bed
plane.

Settings which Slicer software typically controls are Print Speed, Nozzle Temperature, Fan
Speed, Extrusion Rate and Dual Extrusion options, such as the use of an alternate material for supports. The Slicer also controls how objects print. For example printing multiple
objects one at a time, each finishing before the next starts (sequential printing) or printing
multiple objects at the same time where the hotend completes a layer for each object before moving to the next. Wall thickness, retraction and ooze prevention are other settings
typically controlled by your slicer software.

MultiMaterial 2/1 Slicer Settings

If using a 2 in, 1 out Multimaterial Hotend, regardless of the Slicing software you use, you’ll
need to add the following piece of code to the “Start GCode” before you can print with
Multiple materials. This is due to the fact that you only have 1 Heater and Thermistor, but
2 extruder’s.
Note: In order to switch materials, a retraction distance of of 41mm must be set in your
slicers “tool change retraction distance”.
Copy the following text to your slicers “Start GCode” section.
G28 ; home all axes
; Add Extruder 0 no mixing
M163 S0 P1
M163 S1 P0

Depending on your hotend configuration, these methods of auto correction may not be effective. 4x Sync for example may only benefit from Auto Bed Leveling as it only adjusts the
plane of the bed. As you can imagine, distortion mapping for 4x Sync configurations would
be ineffective as a high point for the primary hotend (for example), may translate to a low
point for other hotends.
Despite, both these methods of mapping, errors in the bed plane may still be evident. Using the LCD panel, first home your printer. The under the control menu, move your X and Y
axis (X / Y axis Fast) around the bed. Visually observe the nozzle height relative to the bed.
If the nozzle remains the same distance from the bed (should be no less than .5mm at this
stage), you’re ready to start printing. If however unexpected gaps appear from left to right,
front to back, you can either compensate by adjusting the “Fine Tune Bed Leveling Screws”
or simply pack suitable objects under various areas of the bed to compensate.

Getting the nozzle to the perfect
printing height.
Perfect height means the first layer printed should be slightly squashed to the bed. At this
stage , when homed, your nozzle should be no more than 1mm and no less than .5mm
from the bed (way to high to get a perfect first layer). If it is not, adjust the Z Probe height
in the EEPROM as described on the previous page.

M164 S0
; Add Extruder 1 no mixing
M163 S0 P0
M163 S1 P1
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Distortion mapping can also be run from this menu which maps low and high points on the
bed. Distortion mapping takes around 30 minutes to complete.

Start a 3D Print either via an SD Card and the LCD or via Repetier Host.
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Observe the hotend as it prints. From the LCD Menu, Select “Z Baby Stepping” option and
adjust this value up or down until the nozzle is laying down a nicely squashed first layer.
Take note of this value and stop the print.
Next navigate to the “Bed Coating > Custom” menu and enter this value, then press the
encoder to confirm. The printer will then home again at the height entered. Start another
test print and visually confirm a nicely squashed first layer. If the nozzle is too high or too
low, adjust with Z Baby stepping value, take note of the value, stop the print and add or
subtract the value to the figure entered under “Bed Coating > Custom”. Repeat as many
times as is necessary to obtain a perfect first layer.

DEC and DEF
If your printer stops for an unknown reason, check the Top Left of the LCD for the words
“DEC” or “DEF” where the temperature would normally be displayed. DEC indicates the
measured temperature is different from the set temperature and DEF indicates a thermistor
is not connected correctly. DEC usually occurs when a thermistor is faulty or damaged
or had a very poor connection. In this case, checking any connections and or replacing the
thermistor will rectify the problem. DEF on the other hand indicates the thermistor isn’t
connected at all. In this case, check the fine thermistor wires aren’t broken and verify any
extension cables used for the thermistor have not come unplugged.

Blocked Hotends and how
to avoid them
With properly assembled hotends and suitable printing parameters for the material being
printed, blocked nozzles should not occur frequently. There are many reasons a blocked
nozzle can occur. Early in your 3D Printing experience identifying and preventing those
causes can be difficult. In this section, we’ll highlight common causes and provide solutions
to ensure this phenomena seldom occurs.
1) Dirty Filament. Dust can accumulate on your filament over time. Clipping a filter
such as a cloth or sponge over the filament with a clothes peg or similar, before it enters
the extruder will wipe the majority of dust from filament before it enters the hotend and to
a large degree reduce the chances of a dust related blockage from occurring.
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2) Gaps in your hotend. A common cause of blockages, gaps anywhere in the neck
of your hotend can and will lead to blockages. The assembly of your hotend needs to be
such that gaps between components such as PTFE inserts, threaded heat breaks and the
nozzle need to be eliminated all together. These gaps create small spaces in which molten
or semi molten filament can enter causing a blockage. Make sure the nozzle especially is
tightened firmly to the threaded heat-break and NOT the heater-block, that is, the nozzle is
screwed into the Aluminum heater-block, but when tightened, should be tightened against
the Threaded Heat Break which enters the heater block from the other side. Commonly
those new to 3D printing who don’t observe instructions fail to do this resulting
in frequent hotend blockage.
Gaps can also occur further up the hotend. PTFE Bowden tube should be carefully cut
square at its end to ensure gaps are not created at the top of the threaded heat-break to
which it is seated. If a blockage of this type occurs, the only real way to fix the problem is
to fully disassemble the hotend and remove the offending material.
3) Hotend fan not working or hotend temperature too hot. If the hotend overheats
filament can become molten in the “cold” section of the hotend causing blockage. This can
occur as a result of too high hotend print temperature, hotend cooling fans not working
or requiring replacement, or the combination of too high print temperature (for the material used), heat generated from the print bed (adding to the ambient temperature) and
insufficient cooling to overcome these factors. Opening the top door is often enough to
overcome this cause as it can reduce the ambient temperature considerably. Check your
hotend fans every print to ensure they are spinning full speed. If the fans become noisy
- replace them immediately. All fans used on the Beast V2 can be readily sourced from
eBay, Amazon or direct though Cultivate3D.
4) Poor quality filament. Some filaments / colors have a greater tendency to block your
nozzle than others. Sometimes simply switching colors is enough to get your printer working reliably again. Some filament (especially home made stuff) can have large variations in
the diameter along its length which can block anywhere between your Bowden tube and
threaded heat-break.
5) Extruder Tension too high. Not all blockages / problems occur in the hotend. Some
filaments such as PLA, require high extruder tension in order to extrude correctly, other
software filament such as PETG can get squashed if extruder tension is too high, causing
blockages anywhere in the bowden / hotend assembly. Check the roundness of the filament coming directly out of your extruder by removing the bowden tube, if its flattened,
the tension is too high, adjust the tension screw and retest by extruding a few Cm’s before
beginning again. Too loose, the extruder won’t grip the filament, too tight and the filament
becomes distorted causing blockages.
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6) Printing the first layer too low on to glue or hairspray. Glue or Hairspray can
enter the nozzle if it is too close to the bed. Remove the blockage using an Airbrush needle
down the guts of the hotend and adjust the “Bed Coating” parameter to get a better first
layer height.
7) Insufficient / Superfluous power to extruder. Worth mentioning, although technically not a blocked hotend, an overpowered or underpowered extruder can exhibit similar
results to that of a blocked nozzle. The stepper drivers to which the extruder’s are connected have a small screw on their top which allows you to adjust the power available to
the extruder’s stepper motor. It may take a few failed prints to get this setting correct. Basically you want only enough power to enable the extruder to grip and pull the filament reliably. Too little power, the extruder will skip steps. Too much power can cause the stepper
driver to overheat again causing skipped steps and incomplete layers throughout the print.

2/1 Multimaterial Hotend
Components
The 2/1 Multimaterial Hotend comes pre-assembled and should be correctly assembled out
of the box but may require disassembly should the hotend become blocked beyond what an
Airbrush needle can clear. To disassemble the hotend, loosen the two small grub screws
in the center rear of the finned Heat-sink. Once loose, the thermal break and PTFE insert should fall out. If the PTFE Insert does not come out, a needle inserted into the grub
screw holes can be used to push it out.

8) Too much retraction distance. If the retraction distance is too great, molten filament can be drawn up into the “cold” portion of the hotend where it deforms and blocks
the hotend. In this case, hotend disassembly is required to clear the blockage. Adjustments should then made in your Slicers retraction settings to reduce the chance of Molten
filament ever entering the “cold” section of your hotend assembly.

Hotend Fan
Push-fit Insert

9) Printing temperature too high / low for the given print speed. Only so much
molten filament can fit in the hot zone of your hotend at one time. It takes time for the
filament to become molten once it enters the hot zone. Printing at too high a speed can
result in not enough molten filament inside the hot zone causing wispy under-extruded layers resembling a blockage. To compensate, increasing the printing temperature can help,
however be wary as when the printer slows down (as it does to print small layers) the filament can overheat, cavitate and carbonize inside the hotend. Some slicers such as Simplify3D allow you to change settings at different layer heights to overcome problems like this.
10) Burnt filament. Plastic will burn and carbonize if it gets too hot. Printing at high
temperatures can be great for layer adhesion. If you go too hot however, the filament can
burn inside the nozzle requiring clearing with an Air Brush Needle. Listen for popping, crackling or burping from your nozzle and reduce the temperature if this occurs.

Heat-sink

Heater Cartridge and (Thermistor *out of view)
PTFE Insert
Heater-block
Threaded Heat-break

e3D Standard Brass Nozzle
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2/1 Multimaterial Hotend
Re-Assembly
To reassemble the hotend ensure he PTFE insert and threaded heat-sink are pressed firmly
into place while tightening grub screws. Next screw the Heater-block into place and fit the
e3D brass nozzle. The brass nozzle should be tightened against the threaded Heat-break,
NOT the Heater-block. This can be observed below as the neck of the brass nozzle is visible between the Heater-block and the hexagonal part of the brass nozzle.
If damaged, replacement 2/1 Multimaterial Hotends can be sourced by contacting Cultivate3D or though our website cultivate3d.com

Maintenance Checklist
Your Beast V2 3D Printer contains parts which may require maintenance or replacement.
We recommend this maintenance list be completed regularly to improve the function and
safety of your 3D Printer. Replacement parts can be ordered from Cultivate3D.com

• Check all fans are running and spin at full speed. If not replace immediately. Faulty
fans can overheat if siezed - potential fire hazard.

• Check and tighten screws fixing Hotend to Mount and Mount to Carriage.
• Check and tighten screw Connecting Touch Sensor to Hotend / Fan Shroud.
• Check tension of all Carriage wheels, ensure all wheels are rolling on rail. If necessary,
rotae Eccentric nuts to tension.

• Check Hotend components are assembled tightly without slop including Nozzle, Heaterblock and Threaded Heat Break.

• Check diameter of freely extruded filament matches nozzle size. Internal diameter of
nozzles can wear over time resulting in poor print quality.

• Replace thermister and or heater cartridge when DEF or DEC error occur.
• Check and tension all belts. Replace if damaged.
• Check and tighten all idler screws.
• Adjust stepper driver current to ensure ample current provided to motors. Ensure mo-

tors are supplied only enough current to perform their job. Overheating motors can skip
steps resulting in print errors.

• Check and tighten all GT2 Pulley grub screws and Z Motor coupling grub screws.
• Check and tighten screws connecting Nema 17 Brackets to printer frame.
• Check printer frame for undue wobble and tighten screws as necessary.
• Check all smooth rod guides and holders to ensure smooth rods are fixed firmly in place,
reapply hot glue to of rod holders.

• Check bowden tubes for kinks and deformation. Replace if necessary. Damaged

bowden tubes can cause extruder motors to work harder than required, causing excess
motor heat and requiring more power from the stepper drivers than otherwise required.

• Check tension of extruder idlers and adjust as necessary. Be careful not to tension too
much as it may deform the filament, causing excess motor heat and requiring more
power from the stepper drivers than otherwise required.

Note the gap here, indicating the nozzle has been tightened
against the Heat-break, NOT the Heater-block.

• Replace damaged “silicone hotend socks” to improve overall print quality.
• Lubricate lead screws with PTFE Grease.
• Remagentise Touch Sensor. See this forum and this youtube video
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